Coach Home Generator Bid Summary

January 4, 2020

Because of recent power outages, some of them for extended periods of time, there have been
several requests to prepare a package for emergency generators in for the Newbury Village
Coach Homes. Consequently, a subcommittee developed a spec and from that quotes were
gathered to provide backup emergency power generation for the common areas of each Coach
Home building. This memo shows a Bid Summary from four generator installers. It includes a
revised layout adapted from Google Earth showing the location for each building.
Each of the four vendors has quoted the generator and automatic transfer switch (ATS), all
electrical wiring and testing. All but one contractor includes the generator pad. All buildings will
require a 48kW unit. The requirements are reduced with the introduction of LED lighting
fixtures January 2021. There are more details about the generator and ATS units online. See the
links provided on the cost summary page. The spec for the 48-kilowatt unit is attached.
The generator vendors require NV to arrange the permits, landscaping and gas piping which
includes burying the line from the building to the generator in an 18-inch trench. There are
separate quotes for the gas line installation. Generator placement is refined from the
December presentation.
The generators have a 3-month lead time after placement of the order. Site preparation can be
done in the interim. Overall, the projects will take an anticipated four months from the time of
the order. The largest part of the cost is for the equipment. Generator manufacturers require
payment in full at the time of the order.
All bidders are qualified. Upon approval of the project, the package with the lowest qualified
bidder will require a special assessment of an estimated $2500 from each Coach Home owner.
For simplicity the discussion below assumes the company with the lowest qualified bid will be
accepted. But the acceptance of any bid must be done by official board action.
By way of comparison, several additional generators have been or are recently installed in
Town Homes. The cost ranges from about $10-15K per installation depending on the generator
size and complexity of the natural gas piping.
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Questions and Answers
1) In the event of an Eversource power outage, what will be electrified with the proposed
common area generators?
•
•
•
•

The elevators, garage doors, garage fans, garage heat and security systems.
All common area lighting including garages, hallways, and stairwells.
Exterior lighting including the walkway lamp posts, but not the streetlights.
The hallway heat and air conditioning and all hallway outlets.

2) Where will the generators be installed?
They will be positioned outside on the southeast corner of each building at garage level near
the electrical meters. See the revised layout diagram which is adjusted from the December
presentation. On the attached drawing, the generators are shown to scale. The generators will
be located at the garage level. The routing of the gas piping is shown in red but not to scale. The
gas line piping will be 1-inch back iron pipe and run through the ceiling of the garage.
3) What about the landscaping?
If the project is approved, landscaping details will have to be finalized. For now the plan is to
keep the buffer trees at the electric meters. Extra plantings can be added around the units after
they are in place. For example, bushes can be planted to soften the visual impact of the
generators (L 7.5’ W 2.75’ H 4’) and transfer switch cabinet. It may be necessary to add fencing
at Building 100 where space is limited. Prices were not gathered for landscaping, but $16,000 is
included for that line item. It is listed under “Site Work” in the price breakdown. Once the
project is approved and before the assessment is finalized, there will have to be a meeting with
the contractor and landscapers to decide what needs to be done.
4) What type of generator and will it be noisy?
Because of the size of the units, they will be water cooled. They will operate at 1800 RPM which
is about the sound of a car at medium idle or cruising speed. They are less noisy than the aircooled residential generators used in most Town Homes. There is no noise when they are not
active. They will run automatically for 30-minutes once a week on Thursdays, mid-morning just
to keep them exercised. These will sound like the unit behind 7 Great Heron Lane which muted
in the sound absorbing cabinet. This unit can be observed running Thursdays at 10:15AM.
5) What will it cost to maintain the generators?
An annual maintenance contract has been quoted at $500 per year per unit. That is a typical
price. That comes to $3 added to the monthly Coach Home dues. The Kohler generators,
offered by the recommended supplier, come with a 5-year warrantee standard.
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6) What are the details of the electrical work?
All work will be outside in the vicinity of the common area electrical meters. There is not
expected to be any electrical work in the garages.
7) How did contractors decide on the size of the generator needed?
The generator size is determined by a scale provided by the manufacturer. It is designed to
cover the needs of the common areas. A transfer switch is required to be compatible with the
200-amp service for Buildings 100 & 200 and the 400 amp service for Building 300.
8) What are the details of the gas piping?
NV will be responsible for piping from the gas meters through the garage to the generator. The
cost of the gas piping comes to about one-sixth of the total project cost. It is unknown if new,
larger common area gas meter will be needed. But if new gas meters are needed Eversource
will install them at their cost.
9) Is it necessary to run the plumbing through the garages? Could it be run underground
instead? Is this the standard way lines are usually installed? Is it safe to have gas lines running
through the garage?
Running the lines at ceiling level in the garage is the most cost-effective way to install the gas
service piping. The current existing gas connections to each unit and proposed piping is safe
and compliant with code.
10) Why not get a generator to do the entire building?
This option has been explored. It turns out that Eversource will not allow generator to feed a
building at the main connection before meters. Further, these will be enormous generators and
much more difficult to find suitable spot for each one. It is a much larger project that will
require engineering of about $400 for each Coach Home owner, which would have to be
collected in advance. This option is judged to be unrealistic and unlikely to win the approval of
Eversource, the Town and, perhaps, the homeowners.
11) How much power will be available for individual unit residents to use at any one time?
Each floor has 5 hallway outlets, two on one line and 3 on the other line. Using a heavy-duty
power cord, residents will have to take turns using one 15-amp outlet per line. (e.g., two units
may plug in their refrigerator and a light. However, a refrigerator and a coffee pot could trip the
circuit breaker and damage the appliances.) For a modest cost, it may be possible to have each
hallway receptacle on a separate circuit so that each unit has its own auxiliary hallway outlet.
12) Is it safe use the outlet to charge electronics?
Yes, if a heavy-duty power cord is used to connect to the hall outlet into a Coach Home unit.
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13) Why is the cost for the installation slightly higher for Building 300?
The service to Building 300 is 400 amps. The service on the other buildings is 200 amps. The
actual electric usage for the common areas of Building 300 has historically been greater. Usage
is expected to be reduced with the addition of new LED lighting fixtures. Before the generators
are put on order, an audit of the electrical usage will confirm that the proposed 48kW Building
300 generator is satisfactory.
14) Why is bid from Wright Electrical so much lower than the other 3 bids submitted?
Wright is a well-respected family-owned company with low overhead. This is their core
competency. They routinely install generators of this size for high end homes and commercial
properties and have successfully installed a 24kW generator at 7 Great Heron Lane.
15) What do we know about the recommended generator installer?
Wright Electric is a long-time service company based in Washington Depot, CT. They routinely
install generators of this size for high end homes and commercial properties. They are well
respected, nevertheless references are being gathered. Wright Electric was used to install a
24kW generator in NV at 7 Great Heron Lane with good success. The Wright Electric Bid is
attached. All bids are available in a second package below for those that wish to see all the bid
documentation.
16) What are the steps for the project to be approved?
There are two steps:
1) The 45 owners of the Coach Homes will vote up or down to make the decision to
proceed with the upgrade. With more than 50% affirmative, that is more than 23
owners, the project is affirmed. Then, the NV Board must officially approve the project.
2) If approved, there must be a separate vote to apply an assessment expected to be about
$2,500 per Coach Home unit. According to the HOA by-laws that vote must be done by
the entire community, including the Town Home owners.
17) How confident are we in the total price? Is the $2500 assessment a firm number?
There are some areas that need fine tuning, such as landscaping. The estimate is believed to
be accurate, but the project could vary +/- 8% or $200 depending on landscaping details.

The number may fluctuate either way, up or down, depending on the amount of landscaping
needed. If the project is approved, there will be a meeting of all vendors to coordinate details
and to settle on a landscaping plan. Then, cost estimates can be finalized.
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18) If the project assessment is $2,500 per Coach Home, what happens if the total cost is over or
under the $112,500 estimated?
This must be finalized by the NV Board. But any variance will only impact the Coach Home
owners. Any savings could be used to lower the dues the next year by reducing the amount
needed for the reserve fund. Any excess cost could come out of the reserve. It will a separate
decision whether to replenish the reserve if the project exceeds budget.
19) What will it take to approve the project?
If more than 50% of Coach Home owners vote “Yes” to go ahead with the project, most likely
the NV Board will authorize the project. The authorization of the assessment is a separate vote
by the entire community.
20) If the project is approved, how will the assessment be collected?
That will be determined by the NV Board of Directors. This program will require a hefty down
payment, about 80% for the entire project. This is required to cover the cost of the generators
and transfer gear up front. The balance will be needed about 4-months after the order is
placed. By way of example, when the Town Home units were assessed for the gutter guard
project, owners were given the option to pay all at once or in four equal installments. In this
case the board could choose to allow the option to pay $500 in five equal installments. This
would require that the large down payment be covered by reserve funds until the entire sum is
collected. This will mean that we borrow from ourselves at no interest. In that case, the reserve
fund will be replenished as payments are received.
21) If the majority of Coach Home owners vote “Yes” to approve, does everyone have to pay
even if I vote “No” opposing the project?
Yes, the assessment will be a legally binding assessment on each Coach Home unit. There will
be no assessment on the Town Homes, since only the Coach Homes will benefit.
22) If the project is not approved, can it be voted on again at a later time?
It is not that easy. In that case, the entire plan will have to be revisited with new quotes and
new votes. It is likely costs will be higher in subsequent years.
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Coach Home Generator Prices
Common Areas Only

Size
kW
Building 100
48
Building 200
48
Building 300
60
Subtotal

Gas
Concrete Pad
Site work
Total
Assessment
45 Units

All Electric
Kohler
43,650
43,650
48,900
$164,850

Deak
Generac
35,259
35,259
40,419
$110,937

Roger
Kohler
36,850
36,850
39,880
$113,580

Wright
Kohler
25,300
25,300
26,912
$77,512

All Electric
26,000

Eastern Mech
18,750

Eastern Mech
18,750

16,000

16,000

Eastern Mech
18,750
5,000
16,000

$206,850

$145,687

$153,330

$112,262

$4,618

$3,268

$3,418

$2,500

16,000

Common Area Service includes:
Elevator
Garage Door
Garage Fan for Exhaust Emissions
Garage Lighting
Exteror Lighting attached to buildings and walkways
Hallway and stairwell lighting
Security Systems
Hallway Heat and A/C
Hallway outlets
Notes:
* All but Roger Electric will provide the concrete pad to mount the generator
* Site work is for tree removal, trenching for gas line and final landscaping
Generator

48kW Website:
60kW Website:

https://tinyurl.com/nv48kw
https://tinyurl.com/nv60kw
Prepared January 2021

Generator >

Generator >

Generator >

Building 200

Gas Line

300
Building

December 6, 2020
Newbury Village HOA
C/O Nelson Malwitz
901 Federal Road
Brookfield, CT 06804
Nelson,
Here is the price for the generator we spoke of yesterday. We will install on the common panel for each
building. We cannot install a whole house with the size would be huge.These are liquid cooled units.
These will be installed 8' from the elecrtric meter on the cement slab. Price included block heater, factory
start. Cost to service units on a yearly basis is approximately $450 a year.
Not Included
Bush trimming
Bush removal Building 1
Ditches
Stanchion
Gas connection
Town permits (T&M)

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Builidng 1 & 2
48Kw
200Amp ATS
Cement slab
PVC and wire to unit
PVC and control to unit
Tax
Labor to install

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Building 3
48 KW
400Amp ATS
Cement slab
PVC and wire to unit
PVC and control to unit
Tax
Labor

Totals:
Thank you,
Darryl Wright

60kW=

Price
$34,000.00
$3,400.00
$1,850.00
$2,400.00
$850.00
$2,700.00
$5,400.00
$50,600.00

Down
When Done
$34,000.00
$3,400.00
$1,850.00
$2,400.00
$850.00
$2,700.00
$5,400.00
$39,250.00 $11,350.00

$17,000.00
$2,300.00
$925.00
$1,600.00
$425.00
$1,412.88
$2,900.00
$26,562.88

$17,000.00
$2,300.00
$925.00

$20,225.00

$1,600.00
$425.00
$1,412.88
$2,900.00
$6,337.88

$77,162.88

$59,475.00

$17,687.88

$32,412.00

0.063529412

Model:

48RCLB
Multi-Fuel
LPG/Natural Gas

Standard Features
D Kohler Co. provides one-source responsibility for the
generating system and accessories.
D The generator set and its components are prototype-tested,
factory-built, and production-tested.
D The generator set accepts rated load in one step.
D A standard 5-year/2000-hour limited warranty covers all
systems and components.
D Quick-ship (QS) models with selected features are available.
See your Kohler distributor for details.
D RDC2 Controller
d One digital controller manages both the generator set and

transfer switch functions (with optional Model RXT ATS).

d Designed for today’s most sophisticated electronics.
d Electronic speed control responds quickly to changing

demand.

d Digital voltage regulation protects your valuable

The Kohlerr Advantage
D High Quality Power

D

D

D

D

Kohler generators provide advanced voltage and
frequency regulation along with ultra-low levels of
harmonic distortion for excellent generator power quality to
protect your valuable electronics.
Extraordinary Reliability
Kohler is known for extraordinary reliability and
performance and backs that up with a 5-year/2000-hour
limited warranty.
Aluminum Sound Enclosure
Aluminum sound enclosure is standard.
Optional 291 kph (181 mph) wind-load-rated enclosure
door kit is available for field installation.
Fast Response
Kohler’s Fast-Responser X excitation system delivers
excellent voltage response and short-circuit capability
using a rare-earth permanent magnet (PM)-excited
alternator.
Quiet Operation
Kohler home generators provide quiet, neighborhoodfriendly performance.

D

D

D
D

electronics from harmonic distortion and unstable power
quality.
Engine Features
d Powerful and reliable Kohler 6.2L liquid-cooled engine
d Electronic engine management system.
d Simple field conversion between natural gas and LP vapor
fuels while maintaining emission certification.
Innovative Cooling System
d Electronically controlled fan speeds minimize generator
set sound signature.
Approved for stationary standby applications in locations
served by a reliable utility source.
Certifications
d The 60 Hz generator set engine is certified by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to conform to the
New Source Performance Standard (NSPS) for stationary
spark-ignited emissions.
d UL 2200/cUL listing is available (60 Hz only).
d CSA certification is available (60 Hz only).
d Accepted by the Massachusetts Board of Registration of
Plumbers and Gas Fitters.

Generator Set Ratings
Alternator

4P7BX

4Q7BX

Voltage
120/208
127/220
120/240
277/480
220/380 *
230/400
240/416 *
120/240

Ph
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1

Hz
60
60
60
60
50
50
50
60

Standby Ratings
Natural Gas
LPG
kW/kVA
Amps
kW/kVA
Amps
48/60
167
50/62
173
48/60
158
50/62
163
48/60
144
50/62
150
48/60
73
50/62
75
38/48
73
40/50
76
38/48
70
40/50
73
38/48
67
40/50
70
48/48
200
48/48
200

* 50 Hz models are factory-connected as 230/400 volts. Field-adjustable to 220/380 or 240/416 volts by an authorized service technician.
RATINGS: All three-phase units are rated at 0.8 power factor. All single-phase units are rated at 1.0 power factor. Standby Ratings: Standby ratings apply to installations served by a reliable utility source.
The standby rating is applicable to varying loads for the duration of a power outage. There is no overload capability for this rating. Ratings are in accordance with ISO-8528-1 and ISO-3046-1. Obtain technical
information bulletin TIB-101 for ratings guidelines, complete ratings definitions, and site condition derates. The generator set manufacturer reserves the right to change the design or specifications without
notice and without any obligation or liability whatsoever. Availability is subject to change without notice. Contact your local Kohler generator distributor for availability.
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Alternator Specifications
Specifications
Manufacturer
Type
Exciter type
Leads: quantity, type
4Q7BX
4P7BX
Voltage regulator
Insulation:
Material
Temperature rise
Bearing: quantity, type
Coupling
Amortisseur windings
Voltage regulation, no-load to full-load
Unbalanced load capability
One-step load acceptance
Peak motor starting kVA:
480 V, 400 V 4P7BX (12 lead)
240 V
4Q7BX (4 lead)

D The unique Fast-Responser X excitation system delivers
excellent voltage response and short-circuit capability using a
rare-earth, permanent magnet (PM)-excited alternator.
D Brushless, rotating-field alternator.

Alternator
Kohler
4-Pole, Rotating Field
Brushless, Rare-Earth
Permanent Magnet
4, 120/240
12, Reconnectable
Solid State, Volts/Hz
NEMA MG1
Class H
130_C, Standby
1, Sealed
Flexible Disc
Full
±1.0% RMS
100% of Rated Standby
Current
100% of Rating
(35% dip for voltages below)
180 (60 Hz), 136 (50 Hz)
113 (60 Hz)

D NEMA MG1, IEEE, and ANSI standards compliance for
temperature rise and motor starting.
D Sustained short-circuit current of up to 300% of the rated
current for up to 10 seconds.
D Sustained short-circuit current enabling downstream circuit
breakers to trip without collapsing the alternator field.
D Self-ventilated and dripproof construction.
D Windings are vacuum-impregnated with epoxy varnish for

dependability and long life.

D Superior voltage waveform from a two-thirds pitch stator and
skewed rotor.
D Total harmonic distortion (THD) from no load to full load with

a linear load is less than 4%.

Application Data
Engine
Engine Specifications
Manufacturer
Engine: model, type
Cylinder arrangement
Rated rpm
Displacement, L (cu. in.)
Bore and stroke, mm (in.)
Compression ratio
Max. power at rated rpm, kW (HP)
Cylinder head material
Piston type and material
Crankshaft material
Valve (exhaust) material
Governor type
Frequency regulation, no-load to full-load
Frequency regulation, steady state
Frequency
Air cleaner type

Exhaust
60 Hz

50 Hz
Kohler
KG6208 6.2L
Natural Aspiration
V-8
1800
1500
6.2 (378)
101.6 x 95.25 (4.00 x 3.75)
10.5:1
77.0 (103)
64.3 (86)
Cast Aluminum
High Silicon Aluminum
Cast Iron
Forged Steel
Electronic
Isochronous
1.0%
Fixed
Dry

Engine Electrical
Engine Electrical System
Ignition system
Battery charging alternator:
Ground (negative/positive)
Volts (DC)
Ampere rating
Starter motor rated voltage (DC)
Battery, recommended cold cranking
amps (CCA):
Qty., rating for --18_C (0 F)
Battery voltage (DC)
Battery group size

Electronic
Negative
12
130
12

One, 630
12
24

Exhaust System
Exhaust manifold type
Exhaust flow at rated kW, m3/min. (cfm)
Exhaust temperature at rated kW, dry
exhaust, _C (_F)
Maximum allowable back pressure,
kPa (in. Hg)
Exhaust outlet size at engine hookup,
mm (in.)

60 Hz
16.4 (580)

50 Hz
Dry

13.6 (480)

649 (1200)
10.2 (3.0)
76 (3.0) OD

Fuel
Fuel System
Fuel type
Fuel supply line inlet
Natural gas fuel supply pressure,
kPa (in. H2O)
LPG vapor withdrawal fuel supply
pressure, kPa (in. H2O)
Fuel Composition Limits *
Methane, % by volume
Ethane, % by volume
Propane, % by volume
Propene, % by volume
C4 and higher, % by volume
Sulfur, ppm mass
Lower heating value,
MJ/m3 (Btu/ft3), min.

LP Gas or Natural Gas
1 in. NPT
1.74--2.74 (7-11)
1.24--2.74 (5-11)
Nat. Gas
LP Gas
92 min.
—
4.5 max.
—
1.0 max.
87 min.
0.1 max.
5.0 max.
0.3 max.
2.5 max.
25 max.
33.2 (890)

84.2 (2260)

* Fuels with other compositions may be acceptable. If your fuel is
outside the listed specifications, contact your local distributor for
further analysis and advice.

Lubrication
Lubricating System
Type
Oil pan capacity, L (qt.)
Oil pan capacity with filter, L (qt.)
Oil filter: quantity, type
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Full Pressure
5.7 (6.0)
7.1 (7.5)
1, Cartridge

Application Data
RDC2 Controller

Cooling
Radiator System
Ambient temperature, _C (_F)
Radiator system capacity, including
engine, L (gal.)
Engine jacket water flow, Lpm (gpm)
Heat rejected to cooling water at rated
kW, dry exhaust, kW (Btu/min.)
Water pump type
Fan diameter, mm (in.)
Fan power requirements (powered by
engine battery charging alternator)

60 Hz

50 Hz
45 (113)

21.3 (5.6)
131 (34.6)
109 (28.8)
48 (2730)
44 (2500)
Centrifugal
qty. 3 @ 356 (14)
12VDC, 18 amps each

Operation Requirements
Air Requirements
60 Hz
Radiator-cooled cooling air,
m3/min. (scfm)[
62.2 (2200)
Air over engine, m3/min. (cfm)
31.1 (1100)
Combustion air, m3/min. (cfm)
5.5 (195)
[ Air density = 1.20 kg/m3 (0.075 lbm/ft3)

50 Hz
62.2 (2200)
31.1 (1100)
4.6 (162)

LP Gas, m3/hr. (cfh) at % load
100%
75%
50%
25%
] Nominal Fuel Rating:

The RDC2 controller provides integrated control for the
generator set, Kohlerr Model RXT transfer switch,
programmable interface module (PIM), and load shed kit.
The RDC2 controller’s 2-line LCD screen displays status
messages and system settings that are clear and easy to read,
even in direct sunlight or low light.

RDC2 Controller Features

Fuel Consumption]
Natural Gas, m3/hr. (cfh) at % load
100%
75%
50%
25%

Voltage:
240 V
Freq:
60.0 Hz

60 Hz
24.8 (875)
20.3 (717)
14.5 (512)
8.7 (307)

50 Hz
21.5 (759)
17.6 (622)
12.6 (444)
7.5 (266)

60 Hz
9.3 (329)
6.5 (231)
4.9 (172)
3.1 (110)

50 Hz
8.1 (285)
7.1 (251)
4.2 (149)
2.7 (95)

D Membrane keypad:
d OFF, AUTO, and RUN pushbuttons
d Select and arrow buttons for access to system

configuration and adjustment menus

D LED indicators for OFF, AUTO, and RUN modes
D LED indicators for utility power and generator set source

D

Natural gas, 37 MJ/m3 (1000 Btu/ft3)
LP Vapor, 93 MJ/m3 (2500 Btu/ft3)
D

LP vapor conversion factors:
8.58 ft.3 = 1 lb.
0.535 m3 = 1 kg.
36.39 ft.3 = 1 gal.

Sound Enclosure Features
D Sound-attenuating enclosure uses acoustic insulation that

meets UL 94 HF1 flammability classification and repels
moisture absorption.
D Internally mounted critical silencer.
D Skid-mounted, aluminum construction with two removable
access panels.
D Scratch- and corrosion-resistant Kohlerr cashmere
powder-baked finish.

D
D
D
D
D
D

Sound Data
Model 48RCLB sound levels are 57 dB(A) during weekly engine
exercise and 61 dB(A) during normal operation.
All sound levels are measured at a distance of 23 ft. (7 m) from
the generator set. Actual sound levels may vary based on
installation parameters.

D

D
D
D
D

availability and ATS position (Model RXT transfer switch
required)
LCD screen:
d Two lines x 16 characters per line
d Backlit display with adjustable contrast for excellent
visibility in all lighting conditions
Scrolling system status display
d Generator set status
d Voltage and frequency
d Engine temperature
d Oil pressure
d Battery voltage
d Engine runtime hours
Date and time displays
Smart engine cooldown senses engine temperature
Digital isochronous governor to maintain steady-state speed
at all loads
Digital voltage regulation: ±1.0% RMS no-load to full-load
Automatic start with programmed cranking cycle
Programmable exerciser can be set to start automatically on
any future day and time, and to run every week or every two
weeks
Exercise modes
d Unloaded exercise with complete system diagnostics
d Unloaded full-speed exercise
d Loaded full-speed exercise (Model RXT ATS required)
Front-access mini USB connector for SiteTecht connection
Integral Ethernet connector for Kohlerr OnCuer Plus
Built-in 2.5 amp battery charger
Remote two-wire start/stop capability for optional connection
of a Model RDT transfer switch

See additional controller features on the next page.
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KOHLER CO., Kohler, Wisconsin 53044 USA
Phone 920-457-4441, Fax 920-459-1646
For the nearest sales and service outlet in the
US and Canada, phone 1-800-544-2444
KOHLERPower.com

Additional RDC2 Controller Features

Available Options (continued)

D Diagnostic messages
d Displays diagnostic messages for the engine, generator,

D
D

D

D

D

D

Model RXT transfer switch, programmable interface
module (PIM), and load shed kit
d Over 70 diagnostic messages can be displayed
Maintenance reminders
System settings
d System voltage, frequency, and phase
d Voltage adjustment
d Measurement system, English or metric
ATS status (Model RXT ATS required)
d Source availability
d ATS position (normal/utility or emergency/generator)
d Source voltage and frequency
ATS control (Model RXT ATS required)
d Source voltage and frequency settings
d Engine start time delay
d Transfer time delays
d Fixed pickup and dropout settings
d Voltage calibration
Programmable Interface Module (PIM) status displays
d Input status (active/inactive)
d Output status (active/inactive)
Load control menus
d Load status
d Test function

Enclosure Option
- 291 kph (181 mph) wind load rated enclosure
Starting Aids w
- Block Heater, 120 V
- Block Heater, 240 V
w Recommended for ambient temperatures below 0 C (32 F)
Controller Accessories
- Lockable Emergency Stop (lockout / tagout)
- Programmable Interface Module (PIM)
(provides 2 digital inputs and 6 relay outputs)
Automatic Transfer Switches and Accessories
- Model RXT Automatic Transfer Switch
- Model RXT Automatic Transfer Switch with combined interface/
load management board
- Model RDT Automatic Transfer Switch
- Load shed kit for RDT or RXT
- Power relay modules (use up to 4 relay modules for
each load management device)
- Other Kohlerr ATS
Miscellaneous
- Rated Power Factor Testing
Literature
- General Maintenance Literature Kit
- Overhaul Literature Kit
- Production Literature Kit
Warranty
- Optional Extended 5-Year/ 2000 Hour Comprehensive Limited
Warranty

Generator Set Standard Features
D Aluminum sound enclosure with enclosed silencer

Dimensions and Weights

D Battery rack and cables

Overall Size, L x W x H, mm (in.):

D Electronic, isochronous governor

2280 x 836 x 1182
(89.8 x 32.9 x 46.5)

D Engine-generator set is designed and manufactured in

Shipping Weight, wet, kg (lb.):

D

Weight includes generator set with engine fluids and 4Q7BX alternator,
sound enclosure, and silencer.

D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

facilities certified to ISO:9001.
Flexible fuel line
Gas fuel system (includes fuel mixer, electronic secondary
gas regulator, two gas solenoid valves, and flexible fuel line
between the engine and the skid-mounted fuel system
components)
Integral vibration isolation
Line circuit breaker
Oil drain extension
OnCuer Plus Generator Management System for remote
monitoring (see specification sheet G6-140)
Operation and installation literature
RDC2 controller with built-in battery charger
Standard 5-year/2000-hour limited warranty
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NOTE: This drawing is provided for reference only and should not be
used for planning installation. Contact your local distributor for more
detailed information.

DISTRIBUTED BY:

Available Options
Approvals and Listings
- UL 2200 Listing (60 Hz only)
- CSA Approval (60 Hz only)
Electrical System
- Battery
- Battery Heater
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